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We take this opportunity to introduce ourselves
and provide you with the following information
about our company and what we can do for you
in logistics and express transport.

We strive to perform with unyielding commitment to
integrity, honesty, transparency, creativity and respect for all.
VISION
We continue to invest in our fleet to ensure we have the
most efficient and reliable vehicles to ensure we deliver
on time, in full and without issue.
MISION
Our goal is to understand your business and provide a
customized express transport and dedicated transport
solution that includes; competitive rates, an authentic
approach to real customer service and a proactive
approach to meet your expectations.
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OUR SERVICES
Ianis Cargo Express provides freight forwarding services via road and air .
Through our personalized services we can support you with all
of your global logistics and transportation needs.

TRANSPORT EXPRESS VIA ROAD

TRANSPORT VIA AIR

INTELLIGENT TRACKING
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EXPRESS TRANSPORT
VIA ROAD

When you transport with Ianis Cargo Express you’re shipping with specialists
in international express shipping !
We deliver almost anything-be it an important package, a box ,
a pallet or a 1.200 kg load!
No sudden extra charges, no weird fees. You will know the price from
the very beginning and you will love it.
Our extra transports are generally direct tours, except you have other wishes.
That means, we take the direct and fastest way from your destination
to your customers destination.

SERVICES
✓ Intelligent tracking
✓ POD in 24h by email
✓ Warehousing

✓ International
✓ Logistics
✓ Safety
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TRANSPORT VIA AIR

When time is crucial for your cargo, our air freight services are your best
option as we offer daily worldwide departures.
We will make sure your delivery gets to its destination in a safe and
timely manner.
Do you have urgent spare parts, important documents, important package or
other time-critical shipments, which have to be delivered to the recipient
in same day? We have the solution for your shipment up to 100 kgs !
Your shipment will be loaded to the next available flight

SERVICES
✓ Intelligent tracking
✓ POD in 24h by email
✓ Warehousing

✓ International
✓ Logistics
✓ Safety
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INTELLIGENT TRACKING
Here’s the fastest way to check the status of your shipment.
With our intelligent tracking you can easily retrieve your shipment status
information online and set alerts to keep track of your shipments.
Our intelligent tracking system offer you the latest shipment information, in
real-time, direct to your PC or mobile phone .
The tracking is available to all our customers.
Because of our up-to-date technology we provide information on delivery ,
instant electronic POD by email after delivery and other status notifications
in real time.

SERVICES
✓ Intelligent tracking
✓ POD in 24h by email
✓ Warehousing

✓ International
✓ Logistics
✓ Safety
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OUR NUMBERS

Our clients

4,1 millions EUR turnover last year
80.000 shipments/year
45 employees
2 countries with direct presence
2 offices worldwide
Automotive

Over 250 partner network vehicles

Fashion

Furniture

Other

THANK YOU
ALL PACKAGES
DELIVERED SUCCESSFULLY

IANIS CARGO EXPRESS
SOS. VESTULUI NR 1A
RO 107 592 PLOIESTI
PRAHOVA, ROMANIA
0040 730 595 898

express@ianiscargo.ro

ianiscargo

www.ianiscargo.ro

